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Abstract

is report evaluates evidence that language conetra_nts influence the

functional stimulus in reading. Three possible types of influences are

discussed: influences on where the eyes are sent, on what region of text

attended during a fixation, and on what aspects of the text within this

region attended and used for reading. While there is evidence fc

contextual facilitation in reading, it has not yet been shown that this is

due to changes in what aspects of the text stimulus are being' perceived.
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Language Constraints and the Functional Sti.muius in Reading

In the struggle to _Linde stand how perception takes place in a

particular task such as reading, two primary questions can be asked. First,

what'is serving as the functional stimulus for the perception, and second,

what is the nature of the perceptual activities- by which the use of this

mulus information yields its effects? The first ofthese questions is

the most directly empirical in nature. if empirical data can specify the

functional stimulus for perception under certain conditions, then the task

f uncle tending the'mental activities of perception under those conditions,

can be addressed more profitably. Without good evidence about what is

actually serving as the stimulus, further theorizing about perceptual

activities is on somewhat shaky ground, being based on unsupp ed

assumptions concerning what aspects of the visual information are actually

being used

Tme purpose of the present tpaper is to consider the nature of the

functional stimulus in reading; that is, what aspedts of the text imulus

are being attended to or used for reading. The discussion this topic

requires that a distinction be made between visual information and

contextual information. This is a common distinction in the literature, but

the boundary between the two categories varies depending on the author's

purposes and theoretical inclination. For the present paper, we will adopt

a more extreme,position than is usually taken. We use the term visual

information to refer only to the visual characteristics of the text that are

available during a particular fixation during reading. Contextual
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information refers to all other information the reader has up to that point

which places con traints on what the presently available visual information

might be. This contextual information might have been gained from,earlier

portions of the text or simply be available from prior knowledge of

language, the nature of passages, the authors iting style, the topic

being disCussed, and sc forth.

The particular question we wish to addre is whether contextual

information produces changes in what visual inforMation is acquired and used

for reading during a fixation; ,that is, whether contextual information

influences the functional. stimulus. This is treated as an empirical

question. We consider to some degree the'evidence from tsks that do not

involve normal reading, as well as studies of reading itself. We evaluate

the evidence for the frequently made claim that contextual information

influences what visual information is attended to and used-during.reading.

The assumption that such influences exist has been prominent in the

reading field for decades. The primary concern has been with the way

contextual infor- tion influence, visual erocessi'ngb Different theorists

have provided different possible explanations for example, see Goodman,

1967; Hochberg, 1970; Neici 1967; Rumelhart, 1977). This assumed use
z

contextual information to control what serves as the functional stimulus in

reading is often spoken of as an example of higher-level processes

influencing lower-level processes,



Studies Involving Tasks Other The

There have been many studies which 1

facilitation of perception, in tasks using

lus in Reading

adin

ntextual

Jeimuli (e.g.,

letters, words and sentences): Two type =rob deal with

_nt d language presentedperception of language in noise and perc

tachistoscopically.

PerceivingLanguage in Noise

Most of this research has been done with auditory presentation of

language. Miller, Heise, and Lichten (1951), for instance, asked subjects

to identify words presented in noise and foOnd that the _mount of

information necessary for word identification was a function of the number

of possible alternative words that could occupy that location in the.

language. As the range of alternatives decreased, more noise could be

tolerated; that is, less information from the word itself was needed for

correct identification to occur. For example, the word trees was readily

identified in the sentence Apples grow on trees, even when the noise level

presented with that word was very high. The authors interpreted this result

as indicating that the contextual environment in which a word is presented

allows-the listener to ,limit the range of alternatives, thus faCilitating

the perception of the word, possibly by allowing its identification with

less stimulus information. Miller and Isard (1963) further extended these

results by demonstrating that both semantic and syntactic information can

produce such a context effect. Thus, the context provides multiple sourees

of informationthat can limit potential word alternatives. This work made.
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clear that under impoverished stimul6e/Conditions4 listeners can and do

use contextual information from their conceptual and linguistic knowledge to

interpret what they hear. A related.finding using visual noise in reading

was re o- ed by Sawye., (1971). She showed that grammatical constraints

influen ed subjects` ability to read blurred perts'of sentences.

eiving Briefly Presented Words

Another-line of eaSearch demonstrating contextual facilitation of word

recognition has involved subjects in identifying words presented very

briefly, using tither a tachistoscope or computer display to control the

length of the stimulus presentation. O'Neil (1953) and Rouse and Verinis

(1962) showed that preceding a to -be- identified target word with a context

word, which is associatively related to it, made it possible to identify the

target word with shorter presentations. Samuels (1969) made this ame

demonstration and also showed the influence of word familiarity using

asantically related adjective -noun pairs Tulving and Gold (1963) extended

this finding to more normal language materials. They found that preceding

the presentation of the target word with a sentence, which the target word

would then complete, reduced the presentation time neceswy for accurate

identification of that word. Tulving, Handler, and Baumal (1964) suggested

that in this task, sources of stimulus information from the word are

interchangeable with sources of contextual information. Morton (1964) took

this logic one step further, claiming that a reader utilizes some available

contextual information to predict the target word- thus allowing the reader,

to use fewer visual cuee.to perceive the Wird. Jacobson (1973) demonstrated
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the same facilitation in oral reading and visual masking tasks, and even

demonstrated an effect .using cross-modal presentation (context presented

aurally, target word, visually).

In a manner similar to the research tin the perception of language in

noise, these and many other studies have shown that under impoverished

stimulus conditions a person uses contextual information to aid word

identification, and that with greater contextual constraint a target word

can be idehtified with lessstimulus information.

Generalizing to Readin

`It is but a Small step from this body of research to suggest. that in

normal reading people may be able to "trade off" these sources of

information in their perception of text. When the reader is about to

encounter a given word, the contextual infOrmation is already in mind, so it

seems quite reasonable to believe that efficiency might result from making

full use of this infermation in the identification of the next word, thus

reducing the amount of visual information that is required from the word

itself. There are two reasons why this might be seen as contributing to

efficiency in reading. First, a reduction in the amount of 'visual analysis

the wordmay be a means of reducing the number of mental operations

needed in its identification, thus providing a time savings. This assumes,

of course, that putting available contextual information to use.for word

identification purposes is cognitively easier or faster than acquiring and

using additional visual information; Second, using the mind-computer

analogy 'which is so common in cognitive psychology today, we might suppoSe,
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that the slowest aspect of mental computing is the I/O (input /output)

activity! Thus, 'operating on information that is already in the mind may be

substantially faster than taking in new information. If this were the case

(as it typically -is with computers), then efficiency could be gained by

utilizing existing information (contextual information) as fully 0,1 possible

and depending minimally on the acquisition of information from visual

stimuli.

Several mechanisms have been proposed in the literature by which t

sort of efficiency in reading might be achieved, each. attempting to explain

how the reader succeeds in depending more heavily on contextual information

in order to reduce the amount of visual information that must be extracted

from the text itself. Neisser (1967) and Levin and Kaplan (1970) suggested

%

an analysis-by-synthesis approach (also see a description by Wanat-, 1971;

and a recent.su marization by Haber, 1978) patterned after work on the

understanding of oral language by and Stevens (1967). Goodman (1967)

proposed a more-extreme version in which readers .ere described as making

specific s sses about the wordS yet to be visdally encountered, with

vdnimal visual information then being used dimply to confirm or disconfirm

these guesses. McConkie and Rayner (1976) suggested that such guesses may

not be necessary and that the reader simply may' -take in information from a

word over time as needed. Such visual information was thought to be used in

combination with contextual information as it was acquired, in something

like a discrimination het, seeking a unique reading of the word. Once a

decision was Made, the acquisition of new visual information could be
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terminated. Brown (1970) suggested that the acquisition of visual

-information from a word,may occur in a fixed sequence, which he called a

"n. ticing order." More gross visual aspects are acquired first, (or.

example, word length, general overall word shape, and perhaps initial and

terminal .letters. Finer details indicating internal letters 7ould only be

acquired later. -Again the process of acquiring-vigual information could be

discontinued once the word was identified, thus producing the desired

efficiency in visual processing.

Such proposals depict the reader as not wasting processing time on the

analysis of visual detail that is not needed for discriminating between

possible alternative words permitted by the context. This is very much a

"top- down" appioach to thinking about perception during .reading. Perception

is conceived of as involving the judicious positioning of the eyes based on

ones knoWledge of what is likely to be present next in the text, with

perhaps some gross visual cues from the.visual periphery to help in this

dectsion,(Hochberg, 1970), and as involving an extreme attentional

`selectivity during fixations, that is, choosingto attencito those aspects

of a word which are likely to be useful in making the decisions involved in

efficient identificatign or confirmation. Under high-language-constraint

conditions, one would expect that much of the visual detail of the text,

would never be cognitively encountered by the reader since that detail is

not needed under such conditions. Either the eyes would skip over it

completely (that As, fixations would be far enough apart that this

Particular visual pattern would never occupy a retinal location that permits
, , ,
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given only cursory visual analysis

(that is, although it may occupy a retinal region where-the:detail could be

resolved, in fact the:reader effectively ignores it).

It is important to note that the research basis for this position

largely involved perception under impoverished stimulus conditions. When

people are attempting to identify words from insufficient visual

information, they are able to use information from the context to help.

such a task it seems likely that subjects, if they are to perform

adequately, are forced to adopt a strategy that maximizes the use of

nonvisual information. Subjects could use contextual information to narrow

the range of possibilities, or use it to aid in determining which aspects of

the stimulus to- attend to. The sophistication of the visual system in

accomplishing this task is attested to by the conscious experience one has

in a tachistoscopic task. With no coAextual information, a 40 cosec.

p esentation followed by a mask can leave one with the feeling of. having

simply seen a smudge, or perhaps a,letter or two. An appropriate context

produces a drastic improvement of clarity. There is a feeling of having

clearly seen'the word, and there is a remarkable improvement in the accuracy

of the report.

In the normal reading situation, however, people are seldom faced with

inadequate stimuli. The text is typically cleat and is constantly present

for observation. Thus it is quite possible that the types of strategies

that are so useful in the impoverished stimulus. ituation are unnecessary

and not employed during normal reading. Is there any evidence that certain
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aspects of the available visual information are ignored during the reading

of clear, persistent text?

There are two lines of research that suggest that certain stimulus

information is not utilized in making word identification.deci ions: ergo

in oral reading, and proofreaders' errors.

Oral Reading Errors

As people read orally, they occasionally make errors, sometimes

inserting words' that,are not in the original text, sometimes leaving out

words, and sometimes replacing text words with other words. ese

.replacements have been of particular interest and have been dubbed 'miscues

by Goodma (1969). ,Miscues are taken as an indication of which aspects of

the text were actually used in the word identification process and, hence,

as a rather direct indication of the detailed aspects of the reader's

perceptual and linguistic processing. Many of these types of'errors are

contextually appropriate; that is, given the language up to that point, the

miscue tends to be an appropriate continuation of the sentence (though it

may not combine properly with text not yet_ encountered, of course). This

observation is taken as evidence that contextual information was used in

identifying the words. Such errors often preserve aspects of the original

textword, such as Initial letters, length, and so forth. This fact is

taken as evidence that such aspects of the original text were also used in

word identification. Those aspects the printed word that do not gibe

with the spoken word are assumed to indicate aspects of the original

Stimulus that were not used in the identification process. The very
4
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existence- of such errors is taken as evidence_

words are not perceiVed by readers.

1

that certain words or parts of

It shauld,lienoted that most of his miscue analYsishas been done with
P

. childre 14ho are learning to read .seems quite possible that developing.-

_readers have difficulty using,all the available-infOrMation at any given

moment in order both to achieve an. understanding of he message of the teXt,

and,p_oduce A, spoken versionof,it that will be.acceptable to the listener.'

In the task of reading aloud, it is a requirement that one say something.

even when the person may behaving-difficulty, it 14 still necessary

to produce the most appropriate spoken language possible, and the reader

does this. To dome degree, the miscues indiCate the basis on which the

language was generated. Interestingly, readers and particularly older

readers,, occasionally produce a synonym' -for a word that is actually-in the

text. This would suggest that the meaning of the text was perceiver:Vend

that a word then was chosen for production based strictly on the meaning.

,

It seems likely that the,visual characteristics of the word were used-in

obtaining the meaning (unless, of course, it was strictly guessed from the

context),,and then no _used An selecting a word for production. This points

up:jthe problem in the task of r4ading aloud of.trYing to:distinguish between

what information was used in On standing language and what information

seems to.have been -used in selecting the -wo da ,to say (see Allport, 1979,

a further discussion -of the distinction betwei the use of information

for understanding vs. production). It-is not known how accurately the

mi

Va.

data Indicate what visual information the reader actually attended
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oral response
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on might have been,used by the same= person for

word had it not been for the requirement of producing an

although the existence of miscues in.oral reading can

be explained by a reader's failure, to attend to some, visual information,

Such an'explanation is not required by'it.

Proofreaders' Errors

Another source of ev.;.lence that parts of the

1

during reading comes from proofreaders' errors.. It ie often difficult.to

ext stimulus areignbred

find certain spelling and typographic error

are fieeq, the errors are quite obviou

tha

the

text. However, once they

At same time, it must benoted

other errors are not only readily perceptible but seem, to -jump out

eader under normal reading conditions% A related observation comes

from stiidle04(e.g. Frith, 1979; Smith'& Groat, 1079)'whereaubjects are
fi

asked to mark all instances of a certain letter in a passage. 'Certain

letters are,mbre lik7ely to be missed in some locations

other

the -text than' in

easonabre explanation for these-phenomena is that doting-

reading much visual inforMation is not needed and hence is not attended,to,';

-a

and that'these reading habits carry over into other tasks involving textual

materials. Thus, errors.an4T letters are missed because-they lie at

locations that are'not vis Ally analyzed during reading. In fact, with this
. a '

assumption, such tasks can be used-to identify Wh0 parts of the text -end'

to be skipped over during reading.
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in it. must be recognized that such an explanation is not forced .by

'these 'Phenomena It seemd:quite possible, f__ instance, that reading habits

may interfere witt these tasks but not in the manner. roposed.

likelihood of finding an error or locating a letier in a specific location

may well reflect
.

the ease one hts in decomposing that portion of text into

letter elements for consideration rather than reflecting whether or not,

visual information from such letters is normally attended to and used in

reading.

In this brief review, we have attempted, I show that although there are

phenomena that are compactible with the notion that certain aspects of

textual stimuli are being electively ignored during reading,the evidence

for this position is far from conclusi(re. In order to:study the qutstion

more directly, methods are needed for indiCating what aspects,of the

fimulus are being encountered as_ people are in the act of reading. This is

extremely'difficul

later.

o achieve, but one poSsible'approach is described

Studies of Perception Durin ,Readin

A'number of studies have been conducted that deal more.directly with

perception during reading. In this section,-the results of these studies

,are examined to see whether they provide evidence that readers use different,

visual inforRatiOn under differ eat contextual conditions; that is, vidence

for top-down control over the functional stimulus in-reading. First,-
-., .

,

however, it is nece ry to'consider some aspects of perception that might
-,

be infiuenced,by contextual information.
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Its,obvious from the outset that the perception of meaning from text

at any moment is influenced by the meaning of the earlier - portion of the

pasaage. We do not suppose that this .generalization is in question.

Rather, here we deal .with only one aspect of perception: the question of

the functional Stimulus. Does contextual information influence what aspects
*

of the_textual r'timulus,are encountered and used during reading?

There are4t least three ways ip which such an influence might occur.

First, ,contextual information may influence. where_the eyes are sent for

fixations. Where the eyes are centered determines what visual information

Is potentially available for use in reading. The greatest visual detail i

only available from the small region of text that happens to lie direCtIy'on

-and eroundthe fovea. Visual acuity -drops off rapidly in the more

peripheraf-visualareas.- Second, contextual information may.influence the

general size and location of the textual region attended to during,a

fixation! Although there are physiological limits on the level of detail'

_available'fromdifferent retinal,areas, recent research has also

demonstrated that attentional factors determine whether potentially

available information is actually perceived. the eyes centered at the

same location, _. subject is'quite capable of attending to different visual

regions thus influencing the likelihood that visual patterns will be.

.detected or used from these different regions (e.g.-, see Engel, 1976;

-''Rayner, McConkie, & Ehrlich, 1978 Sperling &Melchner, 1978). i'hirci,

research by,Neisser and 8eCklen-1975) indicates that narrowing the region

within. which visual informationjs usedAs probably not the only effect of
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ention. Their results suggest that- ubject -earT4ive-attentice the

same general area but respond to 4ifferent aspectsof the stimulus pattern
6

presented there. Thus,' it may be that people can attentionally selett
s

certain aspects of the stimulus within the general attended region, and

ignore other aspect

Our purpose here is to review studies in which relatively skilled

to determine whether
/.

contextual Information is influencing the three dif erentaspectsyf

readers are involved in the act ofreading'in order

perception in reading just described /U'entially, this rreview consists of

attempt'to evaluate evidence for GO-down controls on perception in

eglon being attended to during a fixation is considered

not

the bads ft:ir eye movement guidance, and fi speCific._

1 detail from the text that is used -in reading. Definitive answers are

yet Available for any of these questions, but some evidence isavailable

on each issue.

The Text Region Attended

Eye Movement records,indicate, with some- accuracy,the locations in the

text where the-eyee.were -centered during reading. However, this alone-does

not indicate,What region of text was being perceived during each of these

'fixations even whethei the text was being seen at all. Visi;3n

researchers have studied the level of visual detail that can be perce Ved at

different retrial locations and how this visual detail.interacto with other

factors such as the.presence of other'stimuli at _pacific locations in the

-vi ual- eld (e.g., see Houma; 1973). research can indicate what
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visual information is potentially available from a passage when the eyes are

t it doe not indicate what region ithincentered'ata specific location,

this area is actually - attended to during a fixation in reading, or whether

the attended region varies from fixation to fixation.' This requires

research with subjects who are actually engaged in reading a passage. Such

investigation is still in'ite infancy/, but research techniques are now

available which make it possible ( see McConkie, Zola, Wolverton,

Burns, 1978; Reder, 1973),

In general, resea&h'conducted thus far seems to indicate that the

region attended to during a fixation is influenced by the reading task

itself. However, there. is not yet clea evidence that the size or location

of this region is varyingfromifixatfon o fixation on.the basis of

contextual factors.

During reading, Aone doesnot have the impression of getting meaning

from the text on the lines above - and below the line being read, although

words on these lines are.frequently within.vi al'regions where they could

be identified'if desired.' In several studies (e.g, 1974)

extraneous textual materials have been placed betimen the lines of text, and

evidence has been.produced that 'such materials are perceived and influence

what is retained from the text. This research hag not yet been done using

eye movement mOnitOring techniques to, determine whether'sucltextraneous

materials are sometimes directly fixated. Alio, the materials have

frequently been printed in ways that might be expected to attract attention.

For example, they have beensprinted in a different color and with different
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11 not clear

whether, in normal reading, information is acquired from lines other that

the one being read.

McConkie and Rayner, demonstrated that skilled readers use

little, if any, visual informa_ion more than four letter positions to the

left of the fixation'point (the.letter on which the eyes are centered in the
0

ext) during a fliation in reading. Present research is ,being conducted in

our laboratory to determine whether information is even picked up that far

to theleftsf the fixation point. 7BoSma (1973) has shown that words can be

identified when presented, farther to the left than this Thus we seem to

have a clear example of attentional selectivity occurring during :reading.

Apparently the visual region attended to during fixations in 'reading lies

primarily on and to the right of the center of vision. Whether this differ

for Hebrew readers, who read from right to left, or whether it changes when

the reader makes-regressive (leftward) movements during reading are

interesting q A tion needing study.

Therelisalso some evidence that a region of text tends not-to be given
. .

attention on two successive fixations. This is in contrast to Smiths

(1971) suggestion that the petceptual span is wide enough to permit the same'

word to be seen on several fixations thus contributing to accuracy-of its

identification. In one study (MAConk Note 1) pairs of words were

identified that differed in a single, letter (for inatanAe leaks and leans)

Sentences were written in which either word was appropriate (e.g., Johfi did.

nor store'his tools in the garage because it -"-- too mach).., College
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'students then read these sentences from a computer - controlled cathoderay.

tube (CRT) as their eye movements were
a

recorded. During each forward eye

movement, the critical letter differentiating the two words was switched;

that is, the word leaks was present during one fixation, the word leans

during the next, leaks during the next, etc. Thus, the word was different

on successive fixations. If the word in the critical location was

identified on two fixations, some difficulty should have been encountered.

The results indicated that the subjects Were.entirely.una;garS that any

change was takingplacenin the display, and-their eye movement record

/Mewed no evidence of disruption from the display changes; that is, there

.
wore no difBerences between change and no change conditions in mean fixation

,durations, saccade lengths, or. number of regressive eye movements. Subjects

could generally report what word they saw in the sentence.1 We tend to

believe. theitreportS because. in the sentences where the critical was

not changing (ono of the words was continuously present) the subjects =erg'

very accurate at selecting the word that was preseht. Thus, it seems likely

that,once a regiOn ottext has beenlperceived or read that region is not

reconsidered during the net fixation,even though it -may lie well within the

visual area in which.identification would"be possible.

If the text regions attended on successive fixations ere disEre e from

one anotherthis would suggest that the variability typically present in

the lengths of saccades duting reading may be reflecting a similar

variability in the size of the text regions being attended to during

different fixations. the distance the eyes are sent for a saccade in
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reading may reflect how far to the right of the fixation Poin "reading: was

successful (McConkie 1979; McConkie, Hogaboam, Wolverton,. Zola, & Lucas,

1979). This speculation appears to be receiving some support from a series

of studies presently being conducted by a member of our research group

(Hogaboam, Note 2). In these studies, subjects read a passage from a CRT as

their eye movements at being monitored. During occasional saccades the

text replaced with a line of X7s. Thus, the text is gone when the eyes

.stop for the_next fixation. When this happens, the subjects task is to

report the, last few words they remember reading, to indicate anything they

can say about the next word (e.g., its first letter or approkimate length),

and .to guess what the next word might be The results indicate that subject

can sometimes report the word to which their eyes are being sent (about 30t

of the time), but they.very seldom report the word to the right of it.

it appears that sometimes readers, haVe enough-.information about the

word tb which their eyes are being sent for tfie,nex fixation to be able to

id en ify it- if needed but most

This then leads to the 410estion that is of great interest

of:the time this is not the case.',

nd that

cannot be.answe ed at this time. Is,the variability in the_size of the

region apparently attended to and interpreted during,a fixation related to

coatextual/variables? _Investigatingthis question is one of the planned

"next steps" in our

at this time,

-esearch-program, but no conclusive answer can be given
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Where the E el are Sent

Speculations about the basis on which the mind decides where to send

the eyes during -reading have ranged over a wide area, from those suggesting

little or no specific guidance (Houma & deVoogd, 1974; Shebilske 075) to

those suggesting that the eyes are sent precisely to locations based on

where the most,info- tive regions of text will be (Hochberg, 1970; Smith,

1971). Data presently being analyied from a study we have conducted provide

.evidence that the eyes are being sent to rather specific.locations, but the

-data. provide-no evidence concerning. the basis for'that guidance. As college.

students were reading from a CRT, the .text was shifted on the screen two

letter positiohato the left or right during eertainsaccades. This caused

location two aetter positionsthe eyes to stop for the next fixatldn

away from that point in the text 'Where they normally' would'havestopped.

-e subjects reported that they. had not-been aware that the text had moved,

but this manipulation had a substantial effect on their eye movement

patterns. When the text was . shifted to the left, causing the'eyes to stop-
:-

two letter positions. farther along the line than they normally would have, a

large number of short regressive movements of about two to three letter

positions in length were produced. Aosimil r shift to the right reduced the

normal number of regressive movements. by one - half and produced an increase

in.short.forward saccades. Thus, the eyes seem to be sent to a rather

specific location in the text during a saccade in reading; experimentally

displacing that location by just two letter positions clearly, ,affects the

person's reading behavior.
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There is also considerable evidence indicating that the eyes tend to be

sent to some regions in text rather than others during reading (Levy-Schoen

4 b'Regan,' 1979;: Rayner, 1978). .Rayner (1975) and Abrams and tuber (1972)

- found a tendency for the eyes to avoid being centered in empty spaces,

including the paces-between sentences. Rayner and McConkie (1970 reported

a relation between the lengthof a word and the probability of fixating a

letter in the word. Cr-Regan (1979) has demonstrated a tendency to send the

eyes farther whenthe next word is a longer word and a tendency to skip the,

word the in one_syntactic frame (but not in another). He also reported a

greater tendency to fixate particular region if it contained a three-

letter verb. than ifit contained themord the. All these results point to

the existence cif some sort of control of eye movements in reading (though

reading .1- still possible in the absence of this control, asdelonsirated by

0
Bouma VdeVoogdi 1974). However, this line of- research leaves much-to be

discovered about the rules on which this control is baited, and even about

the degree to which it is based on contextual versus visual

, -

One reasonable possibility, stated most clearly by Hochberg (1970),

that -in some way the mind avoids sending the eyes to regions where the'
0,

language is highly predictable because such regions are relatively

Uninformative. Instead the eyes are -sent to more informative, regions. Thus

the reader knowledge of the language and. of.the topic being discussed may

be brought into play to aid perception by guiding the eyes in a manner that

contributes to efficiency. O'Regan's.the,skipping effect could be seen as

an example of this.
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Zola (Note 3) has attempted to test this possibility in a recent study.

gelidentified seven- or eight - letter nouns that could be highly const,
n passage contexts by single preceding seven- or eight-letter adjectives.

/
/

For instance, in a paragraph-concerninga movie theater, the word buttered
rk.

1' .

.

Can make it highly probable that the next word will be popcorn. Zola wrote

450 paragraphs, each/containing one such target word, preceded immediately

by its constraining word. These paragraphs, up to the target word, were

given to 150 college students who indicated what the next few words would

probably. be. The target word was given by at least 85% of the subjects and

for many paragraphs,by 100% of them. A second version of each 'passage was

also prepared invhich the constraining adjective was replaced by another

adjective of equal length; for instance, buttered popcorn was replaced by

adequate- popcorn, optical illusion by curious Illusion, etc. When given

these paragraphs up to .the target word, students guessed the mext word less

than 15% of. the time. Thus- by the choice of an adjective in these

paragraphs, the target noun c6uid be highly constrained or left -with

considerably leas constraint. Ih the high-constraint condition, the target

noun had practically noAnformation value.,

Subjects then read 100 of these.paragraphs while their eye movements
,

r

were being recorded, and the daia4ere analyzed to, deterMine the frequency

,

with which thp:Iarget noun was directly fixated under high andlow-,

constraint conditions. Zola found that subjects made fixattons on the

terse ,noun over 96% of the time regardless of the level of constraint_

Thus, there was no observable tendency to.skip the target noun when it was
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target noun averaged about 16 cosec. shorte
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Fixation durations on the

the high constraint

condition, indicating that the language constraint was facilitating

processing in some manner. In this study, there: seemed to be no tendency

for skilled readers to skip over a highly, predictable word as they were

reading. These results do not support the hypothesis of high-level'Oontrol

eye movements based on,language constraints.

Regressive eye movements have typicallTbeen believed to result from

some confUSion on the part of the reader, in which some part of the text

read earlier was not correctly., identified (Huey, 1908/1968). Thus, it has

-
often been suggested that high-level'processes detect. the incompatibility

resulting from earlier misreading, and that the eyes are then sent back to

perform a reanalysis of. the earlier text to correct the misreading. This

would be an example of high-level processes controlling an aspect of,

'perception. Carpenter ana Just (1977; Just & Carpenter in press) provide

one example of'indeterminacy yi the text stimulating regressive movements.

When the _referent to a-pronoun was ambiguous, the reader's eyes tended to

regress to one of the possible referents, mentioned earlier, and the

interpretation of the passage was then,generaIly harmonious with that being

taken as the referent of the pronoun. These researchers report that the

eyes tended to go rather directly to one potential referent or the ether,

suggesting that the reader remembered rather precisely the physidal location

of the words, rather than a tendency for the eyes to scan the text in 'search

Of an appropriate referent. Thus it is not clear that the,regrssion was
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stimulated by a,\ need to-search for an appropriate referent; perhaps it

simply reflected the referent chosen together with the fact that the choice'

was not entirely clear. The regression may have been the n ult\of the

referent choice rather than being involved in its cause. Clearly this

interesting phenomenon needs further- investigation.

A

In studies mentioned earlier, Hogaboa- has-also collected some data in

which the text was masked and removed from the .screen'while thereader\was

making a particular regressive eye movement (say,-the second regre on\on'

the. eighth line of tekt). ,The subject then reported the last word read.

Relatively feWci these instances have been recorded thus far, but the data
*

show a consistent pattern. .The word that the subjects give is the last word,.

fixated prior to the regression. Thus, the subjects have identified this

word. The regression is not being stimulated by the eyed outrunning the,,

mind and having to go back to some point where word identification faltered:

In addition, _ this study subjects often repo the last several words

read, although they are only required to report one. It is of.interestthat

no instances have hien observed:Where these reports how any of the-lands of

'confusionsor misreadings that are typically suggested to be the stimulus

for regressive eye movements. Research is continuing in the attempt to

learn what the stimulus for regressive movements in reading is

To date; our research, .which admittedly is far from providing final

answers on these questions, has not manifested data patterns that require

the complex, high-level eye movement control based on language constraints

that has been common in reading theories.
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Attenued Aspects of the Visual Stimulus burin a Reading

Given that the eyes are centered at a certain location for a fixation

and that attention is given to a particular region of the text, the final

question concerns whether language constraints influence-what aspects of the

text are used in reading. ..This is,,of course, a very difficult question to

study, particularly with subjects actually engaged in reading a passage, and

it requires extensive research. effoit However, a few initial observations

can be made =at this time.

One possibility that has been suggested, particularly by Goodman

(1967), is that the reader anticipates the text about go be encountered and

then only uses 'a 'minimal amount of visual detail to- ,test these

anticipations. This suggests that the text is in some sense known before

the eyes are sent tolt. If this were the case,-- might. xpect that if the

text were- suddenly to go blapkiduring an eye movement and the readers were

asked what words were likely to come next, they -would respond readily and

with a fair degree of accuracy. In Hogaboam's study. (Note 2), which used

this procedure, subjects reported with great,acquracy a word no farther to

the right than that to which they were sending their-eyes on that eye'
-41

__vement, and usually notthat far. Frequent prompting and encouragemen

were required to get them to try to guess the next word, which. was Often the

word to which the eyes were being sent. They felt very unsure, and in fact

the accuracy of their guesses was quite poor. Thus, the.data Indicated an

important distinction betwe_n the words that, had been read, which the

subjects reported with confidence and high accuracy, and those that lay
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farther to the right about which thz,subjects were reluctant to guess. The

readers did not seem to have active, conscious hypotheses concerning the

text that.lay beyond the words -that had been read, even when they had been

or were about to be fixated. Although this is not a critical test of

hypothesis and verification models of reading, and results place father

severe constraints On any such theory.

Another relevant observation comes from studies in which we have had

subjects teed sentences containing one of two words that differ by a single

letter. et a given word positron (the leaks-leans example has been cited

earlier). in these sentences,' the disciimination between two alternative

readings of the sentence depends on the accurate identification of a single

letter. many of the sentences, the di :-riminating letters are visually

quite Similat'i- shape (e.g., beans and bear- Yet subjects are very

-accurate in reporting whatthe sentences actually say. If subjects were

basing their reading ow-onlYpprt of the visual information from thewords,

it would-seem likely that more' misidentifications would be observed in the

reading, of this material... On the other hand, it may be that the-perceptual

system operates in a way that causes it to focus on the acquisition of

exactly those letters that are so critical to making the discriminations.

between such possible a4ernative words. This possibility needs further

study.

A final set of observations comes from a study -by Zola .(Note-3),

previously mentioned, in which the degree of constraint of target nouns in

ahort paragraphs was varied by manipulating the immediately preceding
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adjective. There were other conditions in this study in which the target
0

words were altered in various ways in order to detertine whether such errors

would be disruptive to reading. Four experimental conditions had spelling

errors of-differing severity. A control condition had no spelling errors.

In the minimal-error condition, the fourth letter of the target noun (always

a seven- or eight-letter word) was replaced,by its most viaually similar

letter,,as determined.-by visual similarity' data collected earlier. Thus,

the smallest possible change permitted by the English alphabet was made in

the most redundant part of the word; certainly this "information not

needed for identification of the word, especially under high-redundancy

conditions (Pillsbury, 1897). Other error conditions were more severe. In

the third condition, the fourth letter was replaeerlby its most visually

dissimilar letter from the,,same category; where letters were categorized ).1

either ascenders, descdnders, or othera. In the fourth condition, the

fourth letter was replaced by its moat similar letter, and the fifth letter

was replaced by a letter from a different category. This error condition

caused a small change in the external shape of the target'word. And in the

fifth condition, the initial, fourth, and final letters -e replaced.

study was done under the assumption that if a reader only attended

to that part of the visual stimulus that was necessary to select among

contextually
o
allowable alternatives, then more visual informatidn would be

needed from the target word in the low- constraint condition than in the

high-constraint condition. Under high-constraint conditions, relatively

little visual information would be needed for d identificat__ perhaps
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only word length and initial and f nardetters. If this assumption were

correct, then subjects would not attend to other aspects of the visual

stimulus; unneeded-visual information would not be processed; and errors

that did not violate the needed information would,have no effect on reading.

Thus, under lower visual.:constraint, more visual detail should be used in
F

word identification, and less severe errors should cause difficulty in

reading.

The view of perception in reading just described would suggest that

only the most severe errors would affect reading under high-constraint

conditions where the target word could usually be identified on the basis of

the prior context alone; less severe.errors would cause difficulty in, the

low-constraint condition; and the minimal-error condition would have no

effect in either condition, since the level of visual detail -being changed

was probably not needed for word identification under either condition.

The task given to the subjects was simply to read the passages and

prepare to answer comprehension questions about them. The subjects were

told that errors had been put in the text, but that their task was to ignore,
4

the errors and simply read for understanding. Subjects were given practice

ials in wIich they read several paragraphs that contained erro.

Throughoutthe-study, a comprehension test was administered after each block

six paragraphs. The questions never involved information stated in

sentences containing the errors. Subjects were not asked to comment about

the errors during the experiment. Thus'an active effort was made to orient

the subjects toward reading.for retention and away from attending to the
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Arrors. In fact, in each block of 72 lines, there were only 8 errors, _

these being the minimal type. Thu =errors were infrequent in the text.

The study involVed.20 college students each reading 100 paragraphs,

with each paragraph containing one target noun. Thus each subject read 10

paragraphs under each of the 10 conditions (2 levels of constraint by 5
, -

levels of error). The eye moVeMent data were examined in detail to

-determine whether 91e. rrors had an effect on fixation durations, saccade

lengths and frequency of regressive movements in the'area of the error

compared to the no -error control conditions.

Tie results do not appear to support the description of perception in

reading, giVen earlier. As already indicated, there was no tendency -for
0

subjects to fixate the target nouns less frequently in high- than low-,

constraint conditions or to differ in where they fixated the word. It was

not the case that small errors affected reading,only in the low constraint

condition. Even the 'minimal errors seemed to have an effect on subjects

reading behavior, under bOth the high- and low-constraint conditions. There

is no condition in which the'high-constraint paragraphs showed no effect of

errors, but the low-constraint condition did. Thus, it appears that under

both extremely high- and low-constraint conditions, visual detail was being

encountered and used in reading that an information-theoretic-related_

position would claim was not needed. More extreme errors caused greater

,disruption in the reading patte ns, as might be expected, and subjects in

the high - constraint conditions had an easier time dealing with severe errors

than subjects id' the low - constraint conditions. But it appears that under
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even the highdSt constraint, the subjects were attending to a great deal of

the visual detail of the target noun, at least frequently enough to produce

mean diffe- need in eye'movement measures as comparecrto the no-error

condition.

The results from, Zola's study appear to be yielding data patterns that

stand as.a rather direct challenge to some common notions of top-down

influencesron the selection of visual information during reading.p .This

study was specifically designed to provide the opportunity for contextual

influences on the functional stimulus to be manifested in the data patterns.

However, no evidence has been found that readers encounter more of the

visual stimulus of a word when there is less contextual constraint on the

word; -that they use only a small amount of the visual information to verify

their hypotbesed concerning the Word; or that they employ some sort of

noticing. order from gross to fine detail in the word that terminated when

Sufficient information has-been garnered

the prient context. Rather,

of the.visual detail

it appears

to permit-word

that eade

identification given'

are responding toemst

the stimulus even under high language constraint

conditions. Whether they are conscious of the presence of small errors that

are:laffecting their reading is,- of course, another question requiring

fOther research.
.

k

ere is Contextual Facilitation?

_

'The conclusion that, seems to be emerging from the research already

discussed is that, whereas it may be Possible for people to use contextual

informatipn to help-identify a ;Ord when the stimulus alone is. insufficient,
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er fully used.

Efficiency is apparently not gained by circumventing visual analysis. In

fact, relying heavily on visual information may be_more efficient in normal

reading than having to depend too much on contextual information for word

-identification. la Gently, there have been suggestions'that as children

become better readers they depend more heavily on the visual information

from the text, rather than contextual information (e.g., Petfetti E. Roth, in

press; Stanovich, in press).

Although'the studies reviewed here call into question a cocoon

explanation for the effects of contextual constraint on reading, at-the same

time they further document the existence of such effects. The question

still remains. How should we explain the facilitation,that results fit=

contextual con raint'during reading? O'Regan (1979) has shown that under

some conditions the,eyes are sent farther when the next word is an article

(undoubtedly more predictable) than whenwhen -it i- a Verb. Wanat (1971) hal

found. that subjects, spend less time looking at more constrained regions

sentences. Zola (Note 2) has shown a.shorter fixation on a -word when i

more highly constrained by its context. How can,we account for such

instances of faci- litation if they do not

analysis?

result om reduced perceptual

One alternative that.appears tempting is provided by recent research on

priming,which comes from studies dealing with semantic memory. This

research Indicates that preceding the presentation of a word with the
3

A

presentation of a semantically related word reduces the time necessary to
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make lekical decisions about it (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). in some way,

tht activation duced by one word selectiVely facilitates the processing

of a second_ related word. Of particular interest is the report that the

first word can'have this effect even when it hat been presented for such a

short time that the subject cannot indicate what the word was and sometimes

is not even aware that a word was presented; that is, the priming word was

below perceptual threshold (Marcel & Patterson, 1978).. Without the priming ,

word even :being identified in any normal sense, its meaning seemS.to have

been perceived, and the arousal-of that meaning teems to have had an

influence on decisions about a semantically related word presented Eater.

This research, if replicated, suggests that the perception of words,

-including gaining meaning from them, can be a very direct sort of activity

and A_ net Something that might benefit from becoming entangled in decisions

about what visual information to respond to (and in what order) on the basis

of- contextual information.

:This body of research on priming raises'an alternative way of

,conceptualizing perception in reading that will likely attract some

attention in the future. Is it possible that at the beginning of a

fixation, all the words that lie in a retinal region within which sufficient,

visual clarity is available for their identification rapidly arouse their

meanings in the brain? If this were the case, then attentional.precesses

Would need to be- thought oflas selecting from among spatially tagged

semantic information,, rather than from visual patterns. The primarytask of

attentional processes would not then be the analyses. of Visual information
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in order to identify what word or words were on the page, but rather would

be selecting from those potential meanings, which are rather directly

provided,-the particular ones. that will next contribute to the constructia'

of an understanding of the message of the text. From this view, contextual

facilitation effects may aid in the arousal of those meanings through

priMing (Fischler & Bloom; 1979), and attentional selectivity would then be

occurring with higher-level representations, rather than at the level of

visual information. Exploring this possibility requires experimental

techniques that will indicate whether readers are in some way responding to

the meanings of words that lie outside the region 'being directly attended to

during fixations.

have one further observation to make that may place some constraints-

on this way of conceptualizing perception during reading. We have

constructed sentences and' short paragraphs, n which either of two words,

could ,occupy particular word positions. These two words differed by only a

single letter. As subjects read the materials, one of the words was present

for the first 80 or 100 msec of'each fixation. The text was then disrupted

briefly by presenting a 20 -cosec mask (a line of VS ) or by shifting the

entire line one letter position to the right and then returning it to its-

original position. When the original text returned, a letter had been

changed in the target word, rhich of course resulted in a different word

occupying that location for the rest of the fixation. After reading these

texts, the subjects ere asked questions designed to reveal which word they

read in the sentence an tre then asked whether. they saw more than one
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word. In this pilot work, sometimes,a subject reported only the first word

presented, sometimes only the second word, and sometimes reported having

seen bath words. Thus, in some instances, the subjects seemed to have

employed-the meaning from that word early during the fixation and sometimes,

only later during the fixation. It does not seem to be true that the
fi

meanings of all words are settled upon:during the initial few milliseconds

of a fixation, nor that a change in meaning at some point in the visual

field will be detected.

The preliminary results from this pilot study seem to support the

position that information from different regions t the visual field is used

in reading at_different times during the fixation. Thus, if meanings are

aroused rapidly atthe beginning of a fixation, as the priming literature

might suggest, it still seems that the employing of these meanings for the

purpose of understanding the text is an activity-that takes place over the

time of the fixation in some sort of systematic fashion. In addition, these

results suggest that, given this way of thinking about perception in

reading, one would have to conclude that meanings can be masked and changed

during a fixation- without conscious awareness that uch a change has-
-,

occurred.

Whether or not
\

a priming-based theory of this sort can account

,

contextual facilitation during normal reading is a question that will

require considerable thought and research ingenuity. Perhaps most important

at the present time is the need for more careful studies that document and

describe the effects of contextual constraints during reading. Only by
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having a number of well-established observations about these effe

be in a position to select among alternative possible explanations.

Conclusion

s paper we have attempted to review the evidence available

support the notion that the visual-information used in reading is a function

of the contextual information available. Results from studies cf language

identification in noise and of word identification from tachistoscopic

presentation clearly indicate that contextual information can be used to

facilitate word identification under inadequate stimulus conditions!

However, these results do not provide strong evidence that such an

interaction is occurring during normal reading. Other forms of evidence

using tasks more similar to reading (proofreadingrerrorc and errors in

reading alOud), though compatible with this position, also do not require

it.

Three aspects of perception were identified that might be affected by

contextual information: where the eyes are sent, the visual region attended

and the visual information within that region that is used for reading.

The studies conducted to date that investigate perception during reading are

not definitive on these issues. However,' there currently appears to be.no

clear evidence that the contextual information environment exerts control

over what visual information is used in reading .that ove the

functional stimulus. In fact, subjects appear to be responding to

considerable visual

by their prior context. From-pre-ent evidence, i.t seems quite possible that

detail of words that are almost completelY!cons rained
0

i
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contextual facilitation is not achieved by reducing the amount of visual

information a reader acquires from individual words.
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